
Arecent issue of Making Waves argued the case for contin-
ued funding to the Community Futures Program. (See “Is

There a Future for Community Futures?” Making Waves, Vol.
5, No. 3, p. 11.) Since that time, the Program has received a
new lease on life from the 1995 federal budget, but responsi-
bility for its delivery has shifted from the Department of
Human Resources Development (HRDC) to various federal
development agencies. In the West, this means Western Eco-
nomic Diversification (WD). It is surmised that this transfer
will have a substantial impact on the way the Program is
delivered, and potentially, on its overall effectiveness.

THE RIGHT STUFF: CRITERIA FOR A GOVERNMENT

SOURCE OF CED FUNDING

One important question lies at the heart of the whole notion
of the federal government transferring the Community Futures
Program: Are the regional development agencies best suited to
do the job?

Some initial responses are possible given the experience of
the Community Futures Program and HRDC. They can be
thought of as criteria for some thoughtful speculation on WD’s
prospects for effectiveness in this new role.

Entrenched within the mandate of the government
department must be an integrated approach to development.

CED represents a paradigm shift in the field of develop-
ment strategies. Community is no longer compartmentalized
into economic, social, cultural, and environmental spheres. It
is instead respected as a complex web of interrelated pieces. A
change in one area of community life will have substantial
effects elsewhere. The overall well-being of the community
requires that all aspects of community life are healthy.

HRDC has a clear social policy mandate in its responsibil-
ity for all transfer payments made to Canadians. Much of its
work also has a strong economic component: training for
re-employment, worksharing, and work experience projects.
Community Futures clearly affects both these realms. The
Business Development Centre and Self Employment Assis-
tance components have been particularly successful. Their
community context has helped ensure that they have been
applied to support local needs and aspirations and to assist
clients that otherwise face many obstacles economically.

The department must be committed to and have significant
experience in programming which devolves responsibility
and control to the community.

Fundamental to CED is increasing a community’s control
over decisions affecting its future development. This control

increases as local individuals, organizations, and government
build their capacity to determine their goals, mobilize their
resources, and get things accomplished. It is a long, learning
process with frequent setbacks. It therefore needs time, space,
and support. Fostering this process is alien to a government
culture  that  has  traditionally emphasized centralization  of
power. Though the tide is shifting towards a more collabora-
tive approach, the natural instinct of government continues to
be one of control.

At times like these, it is easy to focus on the
mechanics of the transfer and immediate
relationships rather than on the goal of increased community
well-being and sustainability.

Making Waves asserted that HRDC would help the Com-
munity Futures  program.  HRDC,  in our view,  is  better
equipped than most other departments to devolve both deci-
sion-making and control. It has a long history of working with
and in communities, with co-ordinating groups, and with other
community-based agencies. It has an extensive network of
offices and staff throughout rural Canada. Its Community
Development programming has benefited greatly from this
base of experience.

Decisions concerning such issues as business development
corporation policy and budget allocation have been made in
real collaboration with local  people, as opposed to mere
consultation. Local involvement in the assessment of issues
and in policy recommendations has been actively sought and
taken seriously.

The department’s guiding principles must identify the
community as a client.

Just as all aspects of a community’s life are interrelated, so
the community itself is to be considered a unit. The well-being
of the community in general is the central issue of concern,
rather than the well-being of any specific group of community
members.

HRDC identified three client groups for its programming:
the individual, the business or organization, and the commu-
nity. As clients, communities are served through Community
Development programming, the most important component of
which was Community Futures. Its focus has been and contin-
ues to be strategic planning: the development of a plan to
improve the well-being of the entire community, developed in
collaboration with a wide range of community members. Its
Business Development Corporation and Self Employment As-
sistance components are tools to help implement the strategic
plan.
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To ensure skilled and sensitive delivery, the department
requires staff who are committed to CED principles and
methods and who have solid skills in training, facilitation,
and community organization.

As any CED practitioner will tell you, many of the skills
required for the work can only be acquired over many years of
practical experience, through successes as well as failures. The
same is true of government bureaucrats. Many of them possess
substantial knowledge—knowledge on which the interpreta-
tion and many of the nuances of Community Futures de-
pend—that cannot be transferred with the same ease that a
program can be. Nor can the people themselves be readily
transferred. The staff lost on account of a substantial change
in organizational culture represent a very real loss of vital
knowledge that could erode the potential of Community Fu-
tures as a vehicle for CED.

Focusing excessively on a relationship for the sake of
funding can easily lead groups to lose sight of their real raison
d’etre. . . . to lose much of their autonomy and no longer
operate with a community perspective.

CAN WD DO THE JOB?

Assessing the degree to which these characteristics apply
to Western Diversification (WD) will tell us a lot about the
difficulties to expect once it becomes a source of funding to
CED organizations. It should also reveal the areas in which
WD needs to undertake development and training if it is as
committed to CED as current policy says is the case.

On the positive side, WD has recently issued “New Direc-
tions,” a policy statement describing the nature of their activi-
ties in the years to come. It specifically refers to CED as a new
string to their bow. WD openly acknowledges that they do not
yet have a full understanding of CED nor have they specific
plans in regard to CED programming. In fact, WD appears to
want Community Futures to play an important role in the
process of program and policy development—a substantial
expression of good will and openness towards their new part-
ners. In other areas, however, there is reason for concern.

Does WD have a policy framework built around an
integrated approach to development?

No, they focus exclusively on the economy. The Western
Economic Diversification Act (Bill C-113), WD’s founding
legislation, states that the Minister has the power to formulate
plans and to develop and deliver programs to do two things:

� Promote the development and diversification of the econ-

omy of western Canada.

� Improve the business environment of western Canada.

There is no mention of a more diversified approach, despite
the obvious lessons to be learned from recent research into
economic development and regional development strategies.

coda AD
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Does WD have a history of and commitment to devolution of
decision-making?

WD has no experience in the devolution of decision-mak-
ing. Indeed, most comments on WD operations to date empha-
size the degree of centralized control exercised. Even the
current “consultative process” being undertaken by WD to
determine the direction of Community Futures smacks of an
agency used to making its own decisions.

WD must make a significant effort to
understand CED and to respect the
experience and skills of both CFDC volunteers and the gov-
ernment staff who have delivered the CF Program for almost
eight years.

The danger of excessive WD influence in the day-to-day
operations and management of Community Futures Develop-
ment Corporations (CFDCs) is succinctly summed up by a
statement in the Report of the Western Caucus Committee on
the Development of Western Economic Diversification:

Western Economic Diversification should use this net-
work of people and experience [CFDCs] to increase its
presence in rural communities.

The implications of this kind of remark are serious. First
and foremost, CFDCs have matured beyond being simply an
arm of government; they are organizations in their own right.
Second, CFDCs never have been (and we hope never will be)
simply government branch offices. They have a job to do for
their community and contract with government to support this.
Undermining this independence will eat at the very foundation
of the CED process.

Has WD identified the community as a client?

A further review of the legislation creating WD provides
no specific information on its identified clients. However,
frequent reference is made to business (specifically small and
medium enterprises) and to business associations. There is no
reference to community and all that this implies.

Furthermore, it is clear that WD supports and promotes a
pan-western approach. Though this does not directly counteract
a CED approach, excessive emphasis on regional issues at the
expense of respecting and working with the unique needs of
each locality could be detrimental to these communities.

Does WD have skilled and committed staff?

WD has few staff with the skills and knowledge to deliver
CED programs. To some extent, this situation should be ad-
dressed through the transfer of CF consultants to WD. But will
these staff be given the respect and space they need to continue
to deliver the Program? How will that correct the situation in
WD’s senior management, responsible for key policy deci-
sions, which has little experience in or knowledge of CED?

A CAUTIONARY NOTE

There are a number of philosophical and operational con-
cerns which face Community Futures and, more importantly,
the government’s commitment to CED, as responsibility for
the Program is transferred to WD.

The Community Futures Program has prided itself on
thinking long term. Most of its major battles and debates in
past years have centred on issues of principle and philosophy.
This should not be thrown out in the interests of bureaucratic
expediency.

WD must make a significant effort to understand commu-
nity economic development and to respect the experience and
skills of both CFDC volunteers and the government staff who
have delivered the Program for almost eight years.

A final caution. At times like these, it is easy to focus on
the mechanics of the transfer and immediate relationships
rather than on the goal of increased community well-being
and sustainability. CFDCs will naturally wish to develop a
good working relationship with WD in order to better under-
stand who they will be working with and to secure continued
funding.

There is, however, an inherent danger in allowing these
needs to become all-consuming. Focusing excessively on a
relationship for the sake of funding can easily lead groups to
lose sight of their real raison d’etre. CFDCs are not simply
arms of government. They are community-based organiza-
tions in their own right with critical work to do. Losing
perspective now could allow basic principles to erode to such
an extent that these organizations will rapidly lose much of
their autonomy and no longer operate with a community
perspective. In a year, a network of community-based organi-
zations could be reduced to glorified business centres retailing
government programs.

In this age of cynicism with regard to government and civil
servants, it is common to idly speculate on reshuffling bu-
reaucracy in order to economize. The expertise that individu-
als require to run a program effectively, and which they
acquire in the course of running it—their commitment to the
values it embodies, as well as intimacy with its regulations,
procedures, locations, and resources—gets seriously underes-
timated in the process. Organizational capacity is an attribute
measured in terms of people, not just systems and physical
assets, whether your frame of reference is neighbourhood
committees, regional authorities, or government departments.

To believe that the Community Futures Program can be
simply tucked “under another hat” and run with the same
effectiveness is to disregard this basic fact. Western Eco-
nomic Diversification, Human Resources Development Can-
ada, and the people who paid for the development of all that
organizational capacity—the Canadian public—would  be
wise to take notice.�
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